
“By tackling subject matter that has been explored 
so often by so many, Oyer has set himself an even 
harder target to hit and yet manages to do so flaw-
lessly. His songs are so well written, so honest and 
sincere and so beautifully executed that they are a 
genuine pleasure to hear, no matter how jaded you 
may be. Put simply, Oyer has mastered the form.” 
Marc Michael - Chattanooga Pulse 2015
Oyer’s genuine original songwriting along with an 
inviting confident voice turns a gregarious crowd 
into captivated fans. His original large repertoire 
along with a wide musical catalog entertain rooms, 
small and large. Oyer is a flexible performer, 
whether he is enchanting a barroom acoustically 
or mesmerizing a large venue with his entire band. 
Ryan’s first full length album release “Come Togeth-
er” has already become well-known for insightful 
love songs wrapped in Beatlesque melodies. Oyer’s 
second full album, “Metamorphosis” reflects more 
maturity, embracing a wide array of influences. In 
2015, The Ryan Oyer Band won Chattanooga’s 
Road to Nightfall competition besting 35 bands 
for a headlining spot at the summer series. 2015 
also brought the release of Ryan’s third full album,  
“Pin Up Queens & Silver Screens” along with the 
EP “Matinee”. These two releases brought out an 
emerging Brit/American rock blend sure to please 
any crowd. Ryan Oyer is currently working with his 
band on a new EP set for 2016. 

Ryan Oyer Band

“Ryan Oyer is without a doubt the best singer/
songwriter in Chattanooga. Oyer’s music has a pop 
sensibility that is able to display not only thoughtful 
lyric’s, but put them to a melodic symphony.”
Dave Weinthal - Enigma - 2013
http://enigmaonline.com/concertreviews2013.htm

“There is nothing particularly difficult about writing 
a song or unique about being a songwriter. Writing 
a good song is an altogether different matter, and 
good songwriters are few and far between. It was a 
stroke of good fortune, then, to find that Oyer is one 
of the good ones, a singer and songwriter worthy of 
the titles.” 
Marc Michael - Chattanooga Pulse 2013
http://www.chattanoogapulse.com/music/singersongwriter-street-cred/

“There are plenty of artists who claim to be inspired 
by British Invasion bands, but their impact on Ryan 
Oyer doesn’t end at the buttonhole on his Beatles 
guitar strap.”
Casey Phillips - Chattanooga Times Free Press 
“Singer Ryan Oyer embraces Brit Rock influences”
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Ryan Oyer - Pin Up Queens & Silver Screens
Featuring “Maybe Katie” “Hollywood” & “The Traveler”

2015 Road to Nightfall Winner


